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BRIEF
Fitting multimedia in the car without wasting time or money? With 
the X-202BT added to its program, XZENT now has a very high-
quality 2-DIN multimedia system with an immense range of func-
tions. Smart looks, and excellent hardware components, paired 
with modern entertainment features – XZENT’s all-round system 
makes sure that multimedia in your car will be an inspiring ex-
perience. Beside listening to the radio, you can play videos and 
songs from CD, DVD, SD card, USB device or mobile phone – with 
the X-202BT all the common A/V formats can be played and con-
veniently controlled from the high resolution touchscreen display. 
The new XZENT also scores with its built-in hands-free unit: the 
many Bluetooth features, audio streaming from mobile phones 
and an outstanding speech quality for all your calls also make the 
X-202BT a top quality telephone exchange. 

LONG
Fitting multimedia in the car without wasting time or money? With 
the X-202BT added to its program, XZENT now has a very high-
quality 2-DIN multimedia system with an immense range of func-
tions. Smart looks, and excellent hardware components, paired 
with modern entertainment features – XZENT‘s new multimedia 
all-rounder continues from where the predecessor models, highly 
praised by the trade press, left off. 

The X-202BT is a fl exible, versatile entertainer that leaves nothing 
to be desired: With its built-in CD/DVD drive, USB connection, 
and SD/SDHC card reader at the front of the device, the XZENT 
moniceiver is well equipped to playback a range of media and 
A/V formats, including high resolution videos. Fine image detail 
and high brightness is provided by the non-refl ective 6.2“/15.7 
cm 16:9 TFT LCD touch panel with a high resolution of 800 x 480 
pixels. Interference-free radio listening pleasure is ensured by a 
high-sensitivity FM RDS tuner with DSP-based noise reduction. 

The new XZENT X-202BT also scores with the built-in hands-free 
unit: Synchronization of up to 1000 phonebook contacts with 5 
call numbers each, immediate access to all synchronized contacts, 
and direct dialing of 6 contact favorites, coupled with outstanding 
speech quality for all your calls make the X-202BT a top quality 
telephone exchange. Thanks to A2DP it is easy to play music from 
your mobile phone.

As with all XZENT devices, particular attention has been paid to 
the ease of operation: All settings can be readily controlled via 
the large touchscreen of the X-202BT. Logically structured screen 
menus guarantee stress-free mobile use while on the move. The 
design of the graphical user interface with its fresh, modern look 
is very attractive and extremely intuitive. 

Optimal in-vehicle integration is also taken care of. With its tri-
color button illumination, the X-202BT blends in perfectly with 
different vehicle brands and models. In addition, you can also 
choose between different wallpapers for the display.

If you want not only crisp pictures, but also top quality sound in 
your car, then this is the moniceiver for you: For optimal sound 
performance, the X-202BT has a powerful 4 x 40 watt power 
amplifi er complete with equalizer and 4.1 audio line-outs (each at 
3 V output level) on-board. 

The multimedia features of the X-202BT are rounded off with two 
video outputs, one A/V and one video input for the connection of 
other signal sources, such as DVB-T tuner, DAB+ receiver, external 
monitor, PlayStation console, or rear-view camera. The X-202BT 
can be effortlessly connected to a common steering wheel remote 
control via a CAN stalk adapter, obtainable separately.

Top Price/Performance: The new XZENT multimedia system X-202BT
Fitting a multimedia system in your car can be so easy: With the X-202BT, XZENT now has a first class 
2-DIN moniceiver in its product range sporting the latest features.
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